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Then equation (33), with r = 0, may be shown to imply

(47) (1 + qAt/Ax)PR2 + (1 - qAt/Ax)PL2 = (1 + qAt/Ax)ML2
+ (1 - qAt/Ax)MR2 - <tp<r(l + 2p<r)'2{ML + MR

+ (ML - MR)qAt/Ax}2.

A front-function which displays a decreasing tendency may thus be written

as

(48) H = Z (1 ± qAt/Ax)(cpn,j{n) - <*>n-i, yu-»)2 ;
n

the ± asj(rc — 1) = i(«) ± 1.

In (47) q is properly written qn¡. In (48) it becomes ambiguous, being either

<Zn-i,y(n) or gn,y(n)±i- Thus we can only assert that H is non-decreasing except

by reason of variations in q with the advance of the front or disturbance in-

troduced at the boundaries.

In equation (33) with nonvanishing r, the precise meaning of "stability"

is not evident and no demonstration of properties approximating this con-

cept are known to us. A preliminary qualitative examination failed to dis-

close any indication that variations in <f> can grow to an alarming extent.
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On Over and Under Relaxation in the Theory
of the Cyclic Single Step Iteration

In order to speed up the sometimes very tedious computations in solving

equations by the single step method, the device of the so-called "incomplete

relaxation" (under or over relaxation) has been often used, although appar-

ently no systematic discussion of this device has been as yet tried.1

It may seem, however, that in the case of the "relaxation procedure" the

speeding up can be achieved in this way only in special cases, at least in the

case of a symmetric positive definite matrix. Indeed, if the progress of the

computation is measured by the decrease of a corresponding quadratic form

A (Çk) depending on the &-th approximating vector ft, we have the formula

(1) A(U) - A(U+x) = q_k(2 - qk) Ir^lVoff^
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where A7* is the index of the variable the value of which is improved at the

&-th step, rN\ the corresponding "residual", g* a coefficient characterizing the

degree of the incomplete relaxation at this step. (We have usually 0 < qk

< 2; for 0 < g* < 1, we have under relaxation and for 1 < g* < 2 over

relaxation, while for g* = 1 we have the usual complete relaxation.)2

However, the above formula shows that the decrease of A (f *) is maximum

if qk is taken as 1. Thus far the improvement in the case of qk 9* 1 appears

to be only possible if for such a value of ç* one of the residuals at the next steps

will come out particularly large.

In what follows we discuss completely the case of a real 2X2 matrix,

symmetric or not. It then turns out that, if the cyclic single step iteration

converges, this convergence can indeed in all cases be essentially improved

in using the incomplete relaxation with a convenient coefficient q, the same

at each step. It turns out that even in many cases of unsymmetric matrices

where the usual cyclic single step iteration diverges, it is made convergent

in using a convenient incomplete relaxation.

The usual cyclic single step iteration is applied to a system of equations

n

(2) 2Zaß,xp=y„        (p = l,---,n)
y—l

with a non-singular matrix A = (a„,). We can assume without loss of gen-

erality that yß = 0 (p = 1, • • •, n), since we can always obtain this by chang-

ing the origin. Then we get from one approximation vector £ = (xlt ■ ■ ■, x„)

the next one £' = (x/, • • ■, xJ) by the formula

n ß— 1

\o) a¡if¡, Xp   — a¡ip Xp       / . a^p xP        / . a^y x? yp — i,   *   , n).
y=fl »i=l

This is replaced for the incomplete relaxation with a coefficient q by

n it—1

(4) aßp Xp  = app Xp — q J2 <V x» ~ 1 Z) <V x- (p = 1, • ■ •, n)

and this can be written in the form

fi—l n

(5) app Xp  + q 2Z ««» *>' = «» (1 — l)xp — q   Z   a*» **•
v=l f=ii+l

We now decompose A into the sum

(6) A = L + D + R

where D is the diagonal matrix containing the main diagonal of A, while in

L all elements on the diagonal and to the right of it and in R all elements on

the diagonal and to the left of it vanish. We make here the assumption,

which is usually made in the theory of the single step iteration, that none of

the diagonal elements of A vanishes; then we can write (5) in the form

(D + qL)? =  ((1 -q)D-qR)t

and in solving this, since the triangular matrix D + qL is non-singular, we

obtain

{' = (D+qL)-i((l -q)D-qR)t.
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If now we put

(7) Q, = (D + 2L)-' ((1 - q)D - qR)

we see that the £-th iterated vector £* is obtained from the starting vector

£o by the formula

& = Ç,*{o (k = l,2,---).

In order that our iteration be convergent for any starting vector £o, it is

necessary and sufficient that the maximum modulus A9 of the characteristics

roots of the matrix QQ be less than 1. The speed of the convergence is then

measured by A3. The smaller A„ the faster is the convergence.

The characteristic equation of (7),

|X£ - (D+ gL)-> ((1 - q)D -qR)\= 0,

becomes, if the matrix of the left hand expression is multiplied by D + qL,

(8) \X(D + qL) - ((1 -q)D-qR)\ = 0.

We discuss this equation only in the case of a real matrix A with n = 2.

Here the number

(9) u = (ai2a2i)/(ana2t)

is the characteristic constant of the problem. Our results are contained in the

following four theorems.

Theorem 1. If u > 1 then for all qfrom (0, 2) we have A, > 1 and the
process is divergent.

Theorem 2. Suppose that u < 1 and put

(10) go = 2/(1 + (1 - «)*)•

Then with monotonically increasing q, Aq is monotonically decreasing for

q < qo and monotonically increasing for q > go, so that the optimal value of

A8 is

(11) Aopt = AS0 = \u\/(i + (1 - u)i)2 (u < 1).

Theorem 3. Suppose that u < 0. Then a necessary and sufficient condition

for the convergence of our procedure is that

(12) 0 < q < qi = 2(1 + \u\i)~K

If 0 < u < 1, we have convergence for all q with 0 < g < 2.

Theorem 4. Suppose that \u\ < 1. Then a necessary and sufficient condition

for A3 < Ai is that q be contained in the interior of the interval between

1 and 1 + u.
To prove these theorems we start from the corresponding case of (8)

(X + g - l)ttn qai2 =

Xga2i (X + g — 1)»22

Without loss of generality we can assume that an > 0, a22 > 0. In

dividing the first row and the first column by an* and the second row and

second column by a22* we can reduce A to the form

A=(\    [), U = aß.
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(13)    Nq(\) =

Our equation for X becomes now

X + q - 1 qß

\qa X + q — 1

= X2 + \(2q - 2 - q2u) + (q - l)2 = 0.

For q = 1 we obtain

(14) Ai = \u\

and we see that the usual cyclic single step iteration converges, for an arbi-

trary starting vector, only if \u\ < 1.

In the following discussion we assume u ¿¿ 0. The discriminant A of the

polynomial Nq(\) is

A = T 22m (m92 — 4 g + 4).

This vanishes for g = q0 = 2/(1 + (1 — m)*), where obviously

MO Í1 <go < 2 (0 <u < 1)

(    } [0 < g0 < 1 (u < 0),

while the other root 2/(1 — (1 — w)*) exceeds 2 if 0 < u < 1 and is negative

if u < 0. We see therefore that

(16) I A > ° (U>1)}Sgn A = Sgn u(q0 - q) (u < 1).

We consider now two cases according as A < 0 or A > 0. By (16), A is

negative only if u < 1 and either 0 < u < 1 and g0<g<2orw<0 and

0 < q < go- In both cases we have obviously from (13), A, = |g — 1|

(A < 0) and in particular

(17)
A3 = g - 1 (u > 0,    2 > g > g0)

Ag = 1 - g (u < 0,    0 < g < g0).

In virtue of (16), the hypothesis u > 1 of theorem 1 is never realized for

a negative A. Theorem 2 follows immediately from formulas (17). Theorem

3 follows from the fact that by (17) Aa < 1, while for u < 0, in any case

go < gi and q cannot exceed go by (17). It follows finally from (17) that for

m > 0 the condition

(18) A3 < Ai = \u\

is equivalent to g < 1 + u while g remains > go > 1. On the other hand, if

we have u < 0, the condition (18) is equivalent to g > 1 + u, while g re-

mains <go < 1. Therefore theorem 4 and all our assertions are true in case

A < 0.
Now let A > 0. If X is the root of Nq(\) with |X| = A3, we have

(19) *-* + *.,  R-^-a^i),

where e = Sgn R. We have obviously

(20) At = eX.
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The monotonicity of X with respect to q depends on the sign of

¿X quk — X — (g — 1)

dq =     2X - q2u - 2 + 2q '

By (19), the denominator is equal to

2(\- R) = 2eA*

and has the sign of t. If we denote the numerator by 5, we have

(21) 5 = \(qu - 1) + 1 - g

and therefore, by (20),

(22) Sgn ^ = Sgn 5.

We deal first with the case u > 1. Here we have A > 0, the roots of

(13) are real and, since

Ng(i) = 1 - g2w - 2 + 2g + g2 - 2g + 1 = g2(l - u) < 0,

one root X exceeds 1, and so As> 1. We see that in this case we have diver-

gence for any value of q > 0 and theorem 1 is proved.

Since for u = 1, A becomes singular, from now on we can make the

assumptions

(23) u < 1,    g0 is real,    A > 0.

We have then in particular from (16)

either    u > 0,    g < go,    go > 1

or       u < 0,    g > go,    go < 1.

We prove now the following lemma, the proof of which is the main

difficulty of the paper :
Lemma.  Under the assumptions (23) u5 is always negative.

Denote by ôi and S2 the two values of 5 corresponding to the two roots of

Nq(X). We have from (21) and (13) after some simplifications

(25) or + 52 = qu(q2u - 3q + 2),

(26) ôiô2 = (q- l)uq2(l - u).

The expression on the right in (25) vanishes for g = g2, where

(27) g2 = 4/(3 + (9 - 8«)*) < 1 (u < 1),

while the other root exceeds 2 for u > 0 and is negative for u < 0. Therefore

we have

(28) Sgn (Si + ô2) = Sgn u(q2 - q).

We will now consider separately the cases u > 0 and u < 0, and prove

in the first case 5 < 0 and in the second ô > 0.

In the case u > 0 we have 1 > u > 0, and, since A > 0, q < go. From

(24) and (27) it follows that

(29) 2 > g0 > 1 > g2.

(24)
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If g exceeds 1, it follows from (29), (28), and (26) that

Si + 82 < 0,    8i82 > 0,    5, < 0,    82 < 0

and therefore 8 < 0.
If g < 1, it follows from (26) that 5i52 < 0. On the other hand the ex-

pression of R in (19), for m > 0, g < 1, becomes positive. We have therefore

in this case e = 1, X is the greater root of Nq(\) and since qu — 1 in (21)

becomes negative, we have

5 = Min (8i, 82).

But then it follows from 8i82 < 0 that 8 is negative in this case also.

We consider now the case u < 0. Since A is assumed positive, we have

here by (16), g > g0, while on the other hand from (24) and (27) it follows

that

g2 < go < 1.

Since therefore in any case g > q2, we have from (28)

(30) 8i + 82> 0.

On the other hand we conclude from (26)

(31) Sgn 5^ = Sgn(l - g).

If therefore g < 1, we have 5i52 > 0 and from (30)

8i> 0,    82> 0,    8> 0.

Suppose now g > 1 ; since in this case, by (19), R is negative, we have

e = — 1, A, = — X and from (21) it follows now, since the coefficient of X

in (21) is negative, that

8 = Max(5i, 82).

But now we see from (30) that 8 is again positive. Hence our lemma is

proved.
We see now, from (22), that in the case of positive A, Ag monotonically

decreases for g < go and monotonically increases for g > g0, as we already

deduced from (17) in the case of negative A.

The minimum of Aa is obtained for g = go. We have, in applying for

instance (17) and in using (10),

(32) A30= |(1 - (1 -«)l)/(l + (l -«)»)]

= \u\(l + (1 -w)*)"2 (« < 1),

and theorem 2 is completely proved.

The expression (32) is less than \u\ unless u = 1. For \u\ < 1, we there-

fore always have an improvement in using incomplete relaxation with

q = go, which is particularly pronounced for small \u\, since we have

(33) A3o~|w|/4 (u->0).

As to the values of g for which we have convergence at all, we have, since

Ao = 1, convergence when g is in the interval (0, g0). On the other hand,

the roots of (13) become, for g = 2,

(34) 2m - 1 ±2(m2 -«)*;
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they are complex for 1 > u > 0 and it follows from (17) that

(35) A2 = 1 (u > 0).

For 1 > u > 0 we therefore have convergence for all q from (0, 2).

If, on the contrary, u < 0, we obtain

A2 = 1 - 2m + 2(u2 - m)* (u < 0)

and this exceeds 1. To obtain the value gi of g between g0 and 2 for which

A, becomes 1, observe that

Nq(- 1) = (2 - g)2 + uq2,    Nq(l) = g2(l - u).

For u < 0, Nq(i) does not vanish while Nq(— 1) vanishes for

(36) 2l -2/(1 + |«|») (u < 0).

Thus gi lies always between g0 and 2, and since for g = gi the product of two

roots of (13) is (gi — l)2 < 1, we have indeed

A3l = 1 (u < 0).

We have therefore for u < 0 convergence if and only if q lies in the interval

(0, qi). In particular we have here for suitable values of q convergence for all

negative u, but these values become small for large value of — u. Theorem 3

is thus completely proved.

It remains finally to answer the question for what values of g does the in-

complete relaxation give any improvement at all, that is to say, Aa < \u\

(of course we assume here \u\ < 1).

Now we have, by (14), Ai = \u\ and the same is true for q = 1 -4- u:

(37) Ai = \u\ = A1+M (\u\ < 1).

Indeed, we verify immediately that 1 + u > q0 according as u is positive

or negative ; therefore the roots of (13) are complex for q = 1 + u, and (37)

follows from (17).
But now it follows from theorem 2 that we have improvement in the case

of the incomplete relaxation (in contrast to the case q = 1) if and only if q

lies in the interior of the interval between 1 and 1 + u. Theorem 4 is thus

proved.
We discuss finally a special example of a symmetric 2X2 matrix in

which the improvement of the convergence due to the introduction of the

incomplete relaxation is easily demonstrated explicitly.

Let ^-(ajs 3f)-

We have in this case by (10), (11), and (14)

(38) Ai = u = 9/25 > 1/3,    g0 = 10/9,    A9o = 1/9.

The formulas for the cyclic single step iteration with g = 1 are in this case

(39) *&+» = - 3x2«/5,    x2<"+1) = - 3x1("+1>/5

and it is readily verified that, in putting £„ = (xiM, x2M), we have

I, = (9/25)' |o.
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In taking |o = (1, 1) we have then

(40) |i| = v2(9/25)'.

Consider on the other hand the over relaxation with the value of g =

10/9. Here the components of the approximating vectors are to be computed

from the equations

Xli*+» = - Xlw/9 - 2x2m/3,    *î<-+y = - *,w/9 - 2x1<'+1>/3.

If we put £„ = (xiM, x2M) and assume again £0 = (1,1) = So, we obtain as is

readily verified

£, = 3-2'-!(3 - 24*, 3 + 8v) (v « 0, !,•■ •)•

Here we have

|£„| ~8(10)^9--/3 (k->°o).

We give in what follows a table of the initial values of ||„| and |£,|.

" ll»l l£»l
1 0.5091 0.8780
2 0.1833 0.2010
3 0.06598 0.03388
4 0.02375 0.005048
5 0.008551 0.0007037

Although the difference between g0 and 1 is very small, in fact 1/9, the

improvement is already observed at ¿3 and becomes more and more pro-

nounced from there on.
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The Accuracy of Numerical Solutions of
Ordinary Differential Equations

1. Introduction. The present paper describes a general method by which

the random and systematic errors may be estimated of numerical solutions of

any systems of ordinary differential equations. The errors arise from the ac-

cumulation of rounding-off errors, and from the use of erroneous formulas

for performing the numerical integrations. The estimation is based on the

properties of the solutions of the system of equations adjoint to the varia-

tion al equations of the problem, and is applicable to any method of integra-

tion.


